**Personalised medicine – A recent revolution in periodontics**
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**Abstract**
“Personalized medicine refers to applying pharmacogenomics to clinical management of an individual which utilizes new molecular tools & technology to facilitate individualized health care based on person’s unique characteristics enabling a higher level of personalization. Modifying genetic setup can prevent or cure a disease. Though the term personalized medicine Discovery of genes involved in drug metabolism & drug alternatives can prevent adverse drug interaction. This article highlights about personalized medicine & application of Pharmacogenomics in the field of Periodontology.
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**Introduction**
Not all patients respond similarly to a drug administered. This is the reason for developing the concept of personalized medicine. Though the term “Personalized medicine” sounds unique, it is not a new concept but an extended form of traditional approaches in understanding and treating disease with greater precision. It is a medical model involving customization of healthcare with medical decisions, practices, and/or products tailored according to the each patient need based.¹ The older concept of ‘one cut fits all’ was replaced by newer personalized medicine concept because same treatment plan is not successful for all the patients. Inter-individual variability to treatment response develops as a consequence of host–environment–microbial interactions that give rise to a specific clinical phenotype. This phenotype is the reason for difference in patient’s response to the given treatment.² The field of personalized medicine relies on genetic, proteomic information and patient characteristics to individualize treatment. Patient’s profile with genetic variations guides the selection of drugs or treatment protocols minimizing harmful side effects & ensuring successful treatment outcomes. Periodontal diseases are complex, multifactorial inflammatory disease affecting the bone and soft tissue of the teeth. Genetics plays a major role in periodontitis. Though personalized medicine is an emerging field, the logic behind it is nothing new. Individualized care is provided based on a person’s unique genetic profile that uses molecular tests like gene mapping, DNA profile, receptor gene amplification test, fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), microarray test, AmpliChip CYP450 Test, etc.³ Personalized medicine seeks to prevent and treat disease through analyzing the variables of every individual as “what is successful for one person may not work for someone possessing different genes, existing in a different environment, and a different lifestyle”.⁴

**History**
The observations of highly variable drug response, which began in the early 1950s, led to the birth of a new scientific discipline arising from the confluence of genetics, biochemistry, and pharmacology known as pharmacogenetics.³ Sir Archibald Garrod [1902] was the first person to make connection between genetic inheritance and susceptibility to a disease called as Alkaptonuria. In 1956, the discovery of a genetic basis for selective toxicity was made for the antimalarial drug (primaquine). In 1977, discovery of role of cytochrome P450 metabolic enzymes in chemically altering levels in bloodstream led to the fact that variation in the level of these metabolic enzymes could have a definite impact on the dosage of a drug. In the late 1990s, the term ‘Personalized medicine’ was first introduced after its scientific basis had been set over the preceding decades. Pharmacogenomics combines genomics and pharmacology for developing effective, safe medications and doses based on a person’s genetic makeup.⁵

Reasons for development of pharmacogenomics are:
1. The pathogenesis of most diseases are polygenic in nature
2. Most drugs exert actions in a multigenic manner
3. Complex interactions between the genes, environment, drugs, and pathogens

Pharmacogenomics is the study of the identification of genes and their corresponding products which influence genes and their corresponding products that influence individual variation in the efficacy and/or toxicity of individual variation and/or therapeutic products, and the application of genomic therapeutic products, and genomic information to help inform therapeutic product development and/or clinical application.⁶ This may include:
1. Choosing the most appropriate therapeutic product for a patient
2. Selecting optimal dose
3. Identifying those at risk for unexpected or more frequent adverse drug reactions.

**Using gene as a testing tool**
Genes are segments of DNA that are found in all cells that can influence a person’s response to medications. Genes have various forms and different chemical messengers, interactions of which affect drug activity in the body.⁷ There
are two types of gene variation. The first is single gene variation which is variation in the single gene that is sufficient to alter the phenotype (a mutation), and the second is complex interactions which involve mutations in many genes, often with small cumulative effects, and interaction with environmental factors. Lack of variation in genomic data is a well-recognized problem that creates challenges in identifying variants associated with disease and in diagnosing and treating patients. Ethnic differences run the risk of being misdiagnosed because of the lack of variations in genomic databases.

Using genome sequencing technology, these groups of individuals are analyzed for the presence and absence of a finite set of specific genetic variants across the genome through Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS). Different types of genetic tests are done to obtain and personalize an individual’s treatment. Identifying genetic risk factors for serious Adverse Drug Reactions (ADRs) could decrease the costs of health care and improve patient outcomes. Identifying genetic variations (genotyping) in drug-metabolizing enzymes has led to physicians improving the dosing of drugs for different conditions. Genetic variation also plays a crucial role in drug–drug interactions. Genotyping provides an understanding of the genetic factors that may contribute to variability in drug response and can help maximize the likelihood of efficacious treatment and minimize ADRs. DNA sequence variations are described as mutations and as polymorphisms. Genetic mutations are deterministic of simple genetic diseases.

Health care expenses can be reduced by analyzing full genome sequence of an individual, which aids in screening and tailoring the drugs and treatments thereby minimizing side effects and improving outcomes. Testing can also help to identify an individual’s disease susceptibility. These functions all play a role in ensuring more targeted and cost-effective health care into the future. DNA represents only static information about the state of a cell whereas transcriptomics and proteomics are capable of reflecting the dynamic state of molecular activity. For this reason it is likely that information about the DNA alone is not sufficient to accomplish the noble goals of personalized medicine.

**Application**

The known applications of Pharmacogenomics include:
1. Improving drug safety
2. Reducing Adverse Drug Reactions
3. Tailoring treatments to meet patients’ unique genetic predisposition
4. Identifying optimal dose;
5. Improving proof of principle for efficacy trials.

Pharmacogenomics can switch from reaction to prevention, direct selection of optimal therapy and reduce trial-and-error prescribing, avoiding adverse drug reactions, improving quality of treatment, alternative of routine medicines and reducing health care cost. Pharmacogenomics is applied in several areas of medicine, like Cardiology, Oncology, & Psychiatry. In Forensic medicine, pharmacogenomics can be used to determine the reason of death in drug-related death cases where no findings emerge with autopsy.

**Personalised analysis for disease identification**

Data mining has identified several relevant genes including those involved in the NFKB complex-mediated inflammation process, consistent with previous observations on the role of inflammation in periodontitis. Microarray technology may provide more accurate and reliable method of identifying periodontal disease subtypes through the characterization of differences in gene expression profiles. Genomic analysis enables the identification of microorganisms associated with periodontitis that were previously unable to be cultured in the lab. Thus, array methods may subsequently be used clinically to identify patients with pathogenic microbes in their oral cavity.

Proteomic analysis allows the identification of differential levels of protein expression unique to oral cavities with periodontitis. Proteins produced in response to bacteria-induced periodontitis can be detected and used in early diagnosis and prevention of disease progression. Proteomic studies have implicated abnormal levels of various immune-related proteins in the possible development of periodontitis. Exposure to various environmental factors such as cigarette smoke and certain microbial agents has also been shown to increase the risk for periodontitis by altering protein expression within the oral cavity. Coupled with the characterization of a patient’s microbial profile, genomic and proteomic information will lead to more informed decision making with regard to the application of specific antibiotics, anti-inflammatory drugs, and appropriate restorative procedures.

Risk factors like smoking, diabetes and certain genetic variations are associated with more severe periodontal disease. However in spite of this observation, it is usually assumed that all adults are at equal risk and similar type of preventive and interceptive care is provided. Because of which, individuals who are at higher risk for developing the disease are inadequately treated and a individuals who are at lower risk to develop the disease are getting over-treated. Because of missed opportunities to prevent disease in high risk individuals and unnecessary services rendered in low risk individuals, health care costs appears unsustainable.

**Personalised medicine in periodontal disease**

Periodontal disease is a multifactorial disease affecting supporting structure of the teeth. Microorganisms in the biofilm are the main etiologic factors leading for periodontitis. It is also highly associated with systemic inflammation resulting in an increased risk for chronic diseases such as cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, metabolic syndrome, pneumonia and rheumatoid arthritis. Periodontitis involves intrinsic systemic analysis including genetics, metabolomics, transcriptomics, metagenomics, infectogenomics, immunogenomics which interact with epigenetics in environment stimuli. The host immunity, along with local and systemic factors, plays a major role in disease progression. In periodontitis, specific mutations...
have been identified to cause the genetic basis of the disease. From genetic point of view, periodontitis arises as a result of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Various studies explored role of SNPs in periodontitis. Results varied in distribution of SNPs between various ethnic groups. Differences in genes encoding the interleukins IL-1, IL-6, and IL -10, Fc receptors (Fc RIIa, Fc RIIib, TNF-α, vitamin D receptor, CD14 and MMP-1, E-selectins, CD14, toll-like receptors were found. William Giannobile utilized personalized medicine approach in his study in which he evaluated tooth loss that is one of the terminal outcome of untreated periodontal disease in 5117 periodontitis patients, over a period of 16-year. Patients were stratified based on three risk factors, which were smoking, diabetes and interleukin-1 (IL-1) positive genotype. If patients had one or more of these risk factors, the investigators classified them as being at high-risk of periodontitis, and at low risk if they had none of the three risk factors. Authors found that, in low-risk patients, tooth loss was not impacted based on whether the patient visited the dentist once or twice annually. In high-risk patients, two preventive visits compared to one visit per year significantly reduced the number of patients who had tooth loss events.

Personalized medicine for periodontal diseases may soon involve utilization of saliva to develop subclinical profiles, identifying and measuring specific genotypes, phenotypes, putative pathogens, inflammatory markers and collagen-degradation biomarkers to make informed clinical decisions about disease susceptibility, site-specific risk and treatment interventions. When considering the possible utilization of saliva in a personalized model for periodontal disease, one can imagine implementation at multiple levels – screening, disease detection, monitoring of treatment outcomes and identification of refractory or progressing cases. During the screening phase, the use of saliva to identify patients at risk for future disease activity opens the door for heightened risk management strategies, preventive care and/or behavior change on the part of the patient to prevent the onset of disease. At the diagnostic stage, identifying the presence of disease at the earliest possible stage may allow for less invasive, less costly treatment. Saliva has a simple mechanism for monitoring treatment outcomes, as well as identification of refractory sites, additionally provides both the patient and the clinician with valuable information regarding the present state of the disease.

Periodontitis can be prevented by stopping the progression of gingivitis through oral hygiene care. Periodontitis can be inhibited by activating STAT6 via over expression of 2 receptors of IL-4 which inhibits expression of IL-11 and Leukemia inhibitory factor. Release of anti-inflammatory cytokine like IL-10 can resolve inflammation prevent bone destruction. Developing a single chair side test with multiple biomarkers can help in diagnosing the disease at early stage and helps in better treatment.

Pharmacogenomics optimizes treatment, for developing more effective therapies, and improving patient outcomes. It is not clear at present whether data from one ethnic population can be extrapolated to another population.

**Goals of personalized medicine**

Personalized medicine mainly aims to provide optimized medical care and better outcome for each individual. Bristow described the goal of pharmacogenetic therapy to improve the probability of response and to reduce response heterogeneity, to increase the magnitude of response, to decrease the probability of adverse effects and/ or serious adverse effects, to improve the success rate of drug development, to reduce the cost of medical care and to provide additional marketing exclusivity. Based on molecular diagnosis and genetic makeup of each patients, optimal drug selection and dose adjustment is planned. Although not all drugs can be personalized, there is most likely to be clinical significance in tailored medicine for pro-drugs, drugs with an arrow therapeutic index and drugs that target a key molecule or a critical pathway. Drug safety is the main criteria from pharmacogenetics and pharmacogenomics that can benefit patients. Tumor responses to the inhibitors of oncogenic tyrosine kinase are associated with the presence of activating mutations within the genes encoding the target kinases; targeted cancer therapy is thus a promising individualized drug therapy.

**Limitations of personalized medicine**

Limitations include the use of genotype-guided therapies that requires clinicians to have a level of knowledge sufficient to understand and interpret the rationale for prescribing for certain genotypes. Clinician acceptance may be a significant barrier to introduction of widespread genotype-based therapy. SNPs are very common in human genome; therefore millions of SNPs must be identified and analyzed to determine their involvement in drug response. Knowledge on genes that are involved with each drug response is limited. Since many genes are likely to influence responses, it is highly time-consuming and complicated to associate gene variations and drug response. Due to limited drug alternatives, patients carrying gene variations may be left without any alternatives for treatment. Also, the need for alternative drugs that serve only a small portion of the population and the great cost of bringing a new drug in market may be a disincentive for drug companies. Cost is a potential barrier to the widespread implementation of pharmacogenetic testing into routine clinical practice. Test information needs to be balanced against other clinical and cost considerations, and a modified rather than strict gatekeeper model may be appropriate. Drug developing expenses can be reduced through an efficient drug development process. In-vitro quantification of drug and drug metabolites in blood sample of a patient can be done through liquid chromatography, mass spectrometry, flow cytometry and SPR biosensing. Using ELISA for applying personalized medicine in regular practice may not be really possible as they are expensive, time-consuming require specialized reagents and personnel.
Conclusion
Understanding the disease pathways, genomic interactions, and novel biomarkers of oral conditions before the occurrence of the disease will help in preventing the disease and, to some extent, will guide treatment planning. Prompt diagnosis of patients can help in getting benefit from targeted therapies. Further longitudinal studies could help in understanding personalized medicine better. It is necessary to bring awareness about Pharmacogenomics to every individual and their influence in drug response. Incorporation of the pharmacogenomic data into clinical practice is a challenge for the future.
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